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A game of frens V_0.1



Royal p33p, a game of frens
 
 

Enter a next-generation blockchain-based game that
combines the social and economic functions of a
roleplaying game to give users the most intense

experience of their lives.
 

Royal p33p is a Solana based p33po platform with a
complete economic and gaming ecosystem that

includes the finest p33po technology, products, and
content. The Royal p33p platform consists of three

main parts: the 4=team structure, the weekly airdrop
and the p33ptoken. 

 
The products and content function as a game and

are designed to maximize user interaction and
experiences. The token plans to create a

sustainable and stable system of hierarchy among
degenerates and the p33po mechanism is the core

of this quasi-economic system.



FIRSTLY
 
 

The Royal p33p (a game of frens) is a 100%
community driven game, owned by the frogs that

populate the pond. The devs don't play in the pond,
have no intention of holding any part of anything and

are presumed missing or dead. 
 

The Royal p33p is an experiment, an attempt on the
human spirit, a camaraderie of greedy souls trapped

in an endless cycle. Only its frogs and loot 2.0
 

Not a single thing said, presented or sold by the team
of Royal p33p is to be taken seriously at any point in

time. 
 

Everybody is welcome to contribute and provide
value to the p33po system, no single entity owns it

and only you can prevent forest fires.
 

Take care of your bags. 
 
 
 
 



Fren around and find out.
don't you dare fucking fren on me-

Frogs are dope.
With a 100 different classes in 4 factions, the Royal p33p is here to

provide a never-ending battle of wits.

Memetic warfare on Solana.

By frogs, for frogs. 

The knight
-combat ready since it was a newt.

The cavalier
-aint nobody ready for this shit.



The factions of p33po
 
 

Four factions of frogs vie for the pot at the end of
the rainbow

 
Chose your p33p belonging to one of 100 classes,

hand drawn and presented in immaculate state and
fashion. 

 
100 classes, 100 peepos per class, 25 peepos per

faction, no remints, infinite mayhem. 
 

Naming the p33pos and the factions is up to the
players but for now lets call them
BLUE, RED, GREEN and PURPLE.

 
 
 
 



THE GAME?
 

Simple. 
 

Holding any p33p from the Royal p33p collection
grants you exclusive access to your factions lounge,
Using incredibly complex algorithms and cutting-edge
technology, the team here at Frogsville has managed
to coax a team of GRAPE engineers into working up

some pure discord magic. 
 

Each of the 4 teams present a vote by the end of a
given period. How they organize and by what method
they present their answer is of no consequence to

Lord p33p, all that matters is an answer be given at a
due date. The choices are either to not fren (attack)

or to be fren (defend).
 

if,
1 team only attacks = winning team gets full airdrop of the period

4 teams defend + teams split 25% of the airdrop
2 teams attack or any team voids + airdrop goes to treasury

 
 
 



Royal TOKENOMICCS
 
 

p33p is a SPL token with a supply of 100,000,000
p33p. 25% of the tokens will be moved to treasury
and 75% is to airdropped thru the game of Royal

p33p. 
 

Additional: TBD



How to participate in the game
 
 

The Royal p33p game is played using the p33p token
and the p33po NFTs. 

 
The p33po NFTs grant users 

e x c l u s i v e
privileges and rights and elevates them above the

common pleb, while also granting access thru GRAPE,
ensuring that only verified p33p holders are allowed

to participate in the Royal p33p.
 

The token is the fuel that powers the game. It will be
airdropped to all holders of the p33p NFTs in the first

game of Royal p33p, starting with season 2.
 

Every season brings 5 new classes of p33pos to the
table, with 500 p33pos available to mint. 

 
Season 1 of Royal p33p is scheduled to launch in

December 2021. 
 

In order to participate in the Royal p33p game,
players need to buy, trade for, or earn p33po NFTs. 

 
What are you waiting for?



ARoad less mapped
 
 

= 100 classes of p33pos are to be evenly distributed
amongst the community thru

 
= 20 seasons of p33po NFTs with incredible art and stats

granting access to faction lounges
 

= community engagement in the building and preparation of
the game

 
= 75% of the p33p token is to be airdropped to p33po

holders
 

= mayhem is to be observed and venerated
 

= a p33p/sol LP is to be established and
 

= the game is open to the fifth team:
everyone else



FAQ
 
I

/ will you rug me sir?
 

No. There is nothing to rug. Royal p33p is a simple
experiment, a byproduct of an question of what

would happen if the Lord of the Flies had a baby with
Facebook. 

 
II

/ is this a real game?
 

No of course not.
 
III

/ Is the token worth anything?
 

The p33p token holds no value whatsoever.
 

IV
/ Can lord p33p mint more p33pos and affect the

rarity of my p33pos?
 

Lord p33p vows to never create any more of that
particular p33po and you will have to try to obtain it

from someone else via a marketplace or whatever. 



V
Do I need a Solana wallet to buy the p33p NFTs?

 
You will need a Solana wallet to procure your

p33pos. Lord p33p recommend using Phantom as
it’s an industry standard. You will need a Solana

wallet for Royal p33p to deposit any p33p NFTs you
purchase and/or any following game assets or

associated files.
 
 

Team
 

Lord p33p
Lord STACC

The Frog Prince
Ser Bubbleb33m

 

VI
Is there a team behind this?
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roll end creditsroll end credits


